CRIME PREVENTION TIPS:

Should people attend your residence asking for directions or claiming to be lost, please:

1. take note of their physical description - approx. age, height, weight, gender, ethnicity, facial features like glasses, beards, tattoos, scars, etc. and any names used, along with

2. noting the vehicle description such as: make, model, color, and, only if safe to do so, the licence plate number.

Global Calgary TV morning news show had a segment on stalkers getting information from home computers with cam recorders on PCs / laptops. What they do is hack into the computer and can see / record images through the cam recorder on your PC / laptop. Note – computer does not have to be turned on; and you do not have to give them access.

You can stop this by covering up the camera with a piece of black tape. Or power off the computer AND close the lid.